
 
1.  New Shoroshim: Distribute updated list 

1.1.   = plant,  = form,  = irrigate,  = separate,  = surround,  = go,  = take 
1.2.  Verb shoresh quiz next Sunday, study all shoroshim on list 

2.  

 
3.  Q: Why does it say  rather than  as it says elsewhere by vegetation?

A:  implies garden-like planting where every plant is put in a specific place. Other areas on earth were 
scattered the way plants would normally grow if left to their own devices. 

4.  The trees of  were able to last forever and needed no tending. This may be another reason for the verb 
 which implies that Hashem took care of it. 

5.   is the place which is the source of all waters. It is the ultimate place of pleasure. Even  didn't live in 
 itself. 

 

5.1.   =  = a garden in  in its east 
5.2.   =  = east of , but not  inside it. 
5.3.  Proof to : Later on the  talks about a river from that waters the . Obviously the garden 

itself was not in . 
6.   =  was created on the third day. Since it was not dependent on , there was no need to wait 

until the Sixth Day.  
7.  The  implies that  was born outside of  and then brought in so that he could appreciate how 

much better it is than the rest of the earth. 
8.  

 

9.   had no shade trees. All the trees were pleasant to look at and tastefull. 
10.  Difference between  and .  is pure physical basic goodness while  is more deeper, perhaps 

spiritual pleasure.  = 17 and  = 102 because six times  is 

 

10.1.  Maybe this is  in .  is called  (similar in 
shoresh to ) because  rested from His work on the six days which are each described as . 

11.   - one who eats from this tree will live forever 
11.1.   - one would live longer but not literally forever consistent with the use of the word 

 

11.2.   - a healing tree 
11.3.   - tree of eternal life, in the future  will eat from the  and live forever 

11.3.1.  Q: After  sinned why was Hashem concerned that he'd eat from the , why wasn't 
He concerned that  already ate from it? 

11.3.2.  A: Any benefit would only come after the downfall.  
11.4.  The tree was in the exact center of the  to show its  (this is a ) 

12.   was also in the middle of the garden 
12.1.   - they shared a common underground root and sprouted as two separate trees.  
12.2.   holds that the  was in the center and the  completely surrounded it thus they were 

both in the middle. 
12.3.   the way  and  were created there was no embarrassment at nakedness because 

reproductive organs were no different than the hands and face. They played a role in childbirth and that 
was it. Eating from the  would introduce .  

13.  
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14.  Rivers.  says the River that went forth from  splits into four but we know that those four are no 

where near each other? 
14.1.  : The river left , went underground, and popped up in four different places. 

15.  Rivers:  = Nile,  = Tigris,  = Euphrates 
16.  Translations:  = crystal (based on  in ),  
17.  :  = , meaning that the benefits of  are for the circumcised only. 

17.1.  Gematria:  =  (126) 
18.  , since there are two places called , the  tells us which one it's talking about. 
19.   and  both have  because both are later mentioned in the . 
20.   is not the  which is referred to as . 
21.  Regarding places mentioned for the future: The  explains that  already existed in . 

 was written one section at a time and handed through the generations. At the time of , any 
"place name" would, therefore be, . 

22.  .  is the only river with the word . This is because  is  since it is a border of 
. 
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